
DOUBLE-ENTRY JOURNAL FOR RESEARCH PAPER

carriagehouseautoresto.com offers resources (articles, research, teaching strategies, book recommendations) The
Double-Entry Journal strategy enables students to record their.

First, she relates the text to the world around her observing the similarities and differences between Huck and
modern victims of domestic abuse. Students fold a piece of paper in half, lengthwise. After students have had
ample time to record their connections, ask students to share them aloud. The following example is from a
double-entry journal on Huckleberry Finn. This reader might later decide to write a paper on domestic abuse
issues in Huckleberry Finn, or on Twain's use of figurative language, and she will already have some
examples and evidence to support a thesis. A completed example KB Background The Double-Entry Journal
strategy enables students to record their responses to text as they read. So why does Huck decide to run away?
Hopscotch "The three of them would roam the playground, grabbing up hopscotch rocks, running through
jump ropes, and laughing while second graders screamed. She relates the text to other things she has read "The
Fog" by Carl Sandburg. Have students use the Connection Web printout to flesh out one of their connections
which they would like to explore further. He then looked up the word in the dictionary, recorded a definition
on the right, and used the word in a sentence of his own. The entry may include a comment, a question, a
connection made, or an analysis. Have students read the selected text making journal entries whenever a
natural pause in the reading occurs, so that the flow is not interrupted constantly. Benefits Double-Entry
Journaling improves students' comprehension, vocabulary, and content retention. The purpose of this strategy
is to give students the opportunity to express their thoughts and become actively involved with the material
they read. Codependent families of alcoholics try to take up the slack for the alcoholic and make excuses for
them to employers, etc. In the left-hand column, write notes, quotes, lists, descriptions, or short summaries
from the bookâ€”things that strike you as remarkable, puzzling, odd, or significant. Explain how readers often
make connections to a story to help them better understand the text. Students can share their responses with
the class or literature discussion group. Math notes. Boston: Allyn and Bacon. Helpful ESL Links. Discuss the
Double-Entry Journal technique and model the procedure including specific guidelines for writing. Many
abuse victims cover for their abusers. In the right hand column, the students react to the passage by writing
personal responses to the quotes on the left. Double-entry journals for literature In literature, double-entry
journals help the reader relate passages of the piece to his or her own experience. Double-entry journals for
textbook notes Use a double-entry journal to make notes from a textbook, especially if you are squeamish
about marking up your books. A double-entry journal on works of fiction or poetry can be part of the process
of reflection required to understand literature. References Joyce, M. To create a double-entry reading journal,
divide a page of paper into two vertical columns. Double Entry Journals and Learning Logs. After adding
supporting details from the text to support their connection, students can use the Connection Web to assist
them with writing an essay or creating a project about their connection. Reactions could include comments,
objections, feelings, ideas, or even illustrations or doodles. But most? In the right-hand column, write your
reactions. Students write down phrases or sentences from their assigned reading and then write their own
reaction to that passage. You may wish to write this statement on the board or chart paper for students to see
while writing their answers. This interactive strategy activates prior knowledge and present feelings, and
promotes collaborative learning. Why is he different? The physical interaction with the material helps focus
you mentally as you read, and you will find that reviewing your journal notes is a more efficient way to study
than trying to re-read the text.


